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Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"

●  Two black holes in a tight orbit"
●  Period shrinking due to loss of energy to gravitational waves"
●  Final merger into a single black hole"

"
●  Powerful gravitational waves radiated in last several tenths of a 

second  –  ‘ripples in spacetime’"
●  On earth, transition from single-cell to multicellular life forms"
●  The arrival of these waves at earth will be termed GW150914"
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Outline"
●  A timeline of GW150914"
●  Some history of gravitational waves, and experiments"
●  The Event itself, GW150914"
●  Some results and conclusions"



100 years ago"
●  After ten years of toil and thinking, Albert 

Einstein publishes General Relativity, a new 
theory of gravity"

●  It solves several problems with Newton’s 
theory, like the problem with orbit of Mercury, 
and, how does gravity get from one place to 
another?"

"
Meanwhile…."
●  The gravitational waves from the binary black-

hole merger cross Gacrux, a star in the 
Southern Cross"
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50 years ago  
!

●  Joe Weber launches the search for gravitational 
waves using bar detectors"

●  Several people around the world come up with 
the idea to use interferometers to search for 
gravitational waves, including Rai Weiss of MIT"

●  GW150914 passes HR 2225 in Canis Major"

Rainer Weiss  
Joe Weber  



Hulse and Taylor discover binary 
neutron star system, Taylor and 
Weisberg follow it for decades"

"

•	
17 / sec"

•	
~ 8 hr 

Emission of gravitational waves 

40 years ago"



20 years ago"
●  Caltech and MIT propose to the NSF to establish Observatories. 

Envisioned two phases, Initial LIGO and Advanced LIGO"
●  Artist’s conception of  

what an observatory 
might look like"

●  GW150914 passing  
82 Eridani…"



Caltech 

MIT 

LIGO Laboratory"

LIGO Livingston 



LIGO Scientific 
Collaboration"

●  900+ members, 80+ institutions, 17 countries"

https://www.zeemaps.com/map?group=245330 roster.ligo.org 



Astrophysical sources of 
gravitational waves"

Casey Reed, Penn State "

Credit: AEI, CCT, LSU"

Compact!
Binaries!

Credit: Chandra X-ray Observatory "

Supernovae"

NASA/WMAP Science Team "

Cosmic 
Gravitational-wave 
Background!
"

Spinning neutron 
stars!



Physics is hard"



10 years ago"

●  Advanced LIGO is funded in 2006"
!

●  Initial LIGO deinstallation Oct 20, 2010, 
installation starts for Advanced LIGO after"
»  GWs from the BH-BH cross Alpha 

Centauri, the closest star,  
just 4.4 light years away"







Michelson interfometers"





GW150914"
●  Early morning of Sep 14, at each LIGO site, only an operator 

and a couple of scientists are present"
●  Scientists and grad students make final electronic logs and 

leave site"
●  GW150914 is passing Mars"



GW150914"
●  Early morning of Sep 14, at each LIGO site, only an operator 

and a couple of scientists are present"
●  Scientists and grad students make final electronic logs and 

leave site"
●  GW150914 passes through Livingston site at 09:50:45 UTC, 

and 6.9ms later, through the Hanford site (02:50:45 Pacific time)"
●  Within 3 minutes it is detected by online search codes"

Hanford Livingston 



Time series!
●  Within ~15m, postdocs at AEI see the trigger in our GW database, 

suspect it is either a signal or an injection"
●  By 9am Pacific we know it is not a blind injection: we freeze the sites for 

a month, poll the sites, begin accumulating background data…"









Best match from GR"







For scale:  The event  
horizon of a 36 M! black hole"



Some results"

SCP!

Masses of the  black holes: 
36 and 29 times the sun 
 
Mass of the final black hole: 
62 times the mass of the sun 
 
3 solar masses emitted in  
gravitational waves in  
about 0.2 seconds! 



Facts"
about GW150914"

3 times the mass of the sun (1 million times the mass of Earth) turned into 
energy vibrating the fabric of spacetime"
"
Peak power more than 
10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 times the output 
of the Columbia Generating Station"
"
Relative distance change same as changing distance to nearest star by 
width of human hair!
!
Merger actually happened more than 1 billion years ago!
!
In the volume that we can see systems like GW150914, there are more than "
5 million galaxies"



35"35"

The advanced GW detector network: 
2015-2025!
GEO600 (HF) 
2011  

Advanced LIGO  
Hanford  
2015  

Advanced LIGO  
Livingston  
2015  

Advanced  
Virgo 
2016 LIGO-India 

2022 

KAGRA 
2017 




